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Abstract. This paper presents a justification counterpart for dyadic
deontic logic, which is often argued to be better than Standard Deontic
Logic at representing conditional and contrary-to-duty obligations, such
as those exemplified by the notorious Chisholm’s puzzle. We consider
the alethic-deontic system (E) and present the explicit version of this
system (JE) by replacing the alethic Box-modality with proof terms and
the dyadic deontic Circ-modality with justification terms. The explicit
representation of strong factual detachment (SFD) is given and finally
soundness and completeness of the system (JE) with respect to basic
models and preference models is established.
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1 Introduction

Dyadic Deontic Logic (DDL) is an extension of Monadic Deontic Logic (MDL)
that employs a dyadic conditional represented by©(B/A), which is weaker than
the expression A→©B from MDL. The conditional ©(B/A) is read as "B is
obligatory, given A" so that A is the antecedent and B is the consequent [7]. In
contrast to Monadic Deontic Logic, which relies on Kripke-style possible world
models, Dyadic Deontic Logic works with preference-based semantics, in which
the possible worlds are related according to their betterness or relative goodness.
Under this semantics,©(B/A) is true when all best A-worlds are B-worlds [17].
One of the puzzles that is solved by preference models is the so-called Chisholm’s
set.

1.1 Chisholm’s Set

Chisholm [6] was the initiator of the so-called "contrary-to-duty" problem, which
deals with the question of what to do when primary obligations are violated. The
main goal of DDL was to deal with these obligations, which works with setting
an order on the set of worlds [15,23,24]. Here is an example of Chisholm’s set.
Consider the following sentences:
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1. Thomas should take the math exam.
2. If he takes the math exam, he should register for it.
3. If he does not take the math exam, he should not register for it.
4. He does not take the math exam.

(1) is a primary obligation. (2) is an according-to-duty (ATD) obligation, which
says what is obligatory when the primary obligation is satisfied. (3) is a contrary-
to-duty obligation (CTD), which says what is obligatory when the primary obli-
gation is violated. (4) is a descriptive premise, saying that the primary obligation
is violated. Now we consider how these sentences are formalized in MDL and
in DDL [25].

The paradox raises from formulating the set of formulas:

Γ = {(1), (2), (3), (4)}

in monadic deontic logic, where this set is either inconsistent or one sentence
is derivable from another sentence in this set. However, Chisholm’s set seems
intuitively consistent and they also seem to be logically independent sentences.
There are four ways to formalize this set in MDL as follows:

(1.1)© E (2.1)© E (3.1)© E (4.1)© E
(1.2)E →©R (2.2)© (E → R) (3.2)© (E → R) (4.2)E →©R
(1.3)© (¬E → ¬R) (2.3)¬E →©¬R (3.3)© (¬E → ¬R) (4.3)¬E →©¬R
(1.4)¬E (2.4)¬E (3.4)¬E (4.4)¬E

We use Γi to denote the set {(i.1), (i.2), (i.3), (i.4)}. Observe that

P → (¬P → Q) (1)

is a propositional tautology. Using (1) we find that (1.4) implies (1.2). The set
Γ2 is inconsistent: from (2.1) and (2.2) we get ©R whereas from (2.3) and (2.4)
we get ©¬R; but in MDL obligations must not contradict each other. For Γ3,
note that applying necessitation to (1) and then using distributivity of © over
→ yields

©P →©(¬P → Q).

Therefore, (3.1) implies (3.3). For Γ4 we again obtain by (1) that (4.4) implies
(4.2).

In DDL, where there is a ranking on the set of worlds according to their
betterness, Chisholm’s set does not yield an inconsistency because of the layers
of betterness. This ranking can be defined based on the number of obligations
violated in each state. Where more obligations are violated, the distance to the
ideal state is bigger. The set Γ that models Chisholm’s set is given by

Γ := {©E,©(R/E),©(¬R/¬E),¬E}.

The following diagram shows a model for Γ . Both R and E are true in w1, so w1

is the best world since no obligation of Γ is violated there. E is true in w2 and
neither E nor R is true in w3. So w2, w3 are second best because one obligation
is violated there. R is true in w4 and w4 is the worst world where two obligations
of Γ are violated there.
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best •w1, R,E

2nd best •w2, E •w3

worst •w4, R

1.2 Factual Detachment (FD) and Strong Factual Detachment
(SFD)

In DDL, we do not have the validity of Factual Detachment (FD), which is
sometimes called "deontic modus-ponens" [16]:

(©(A/B) ∧B)→©A

However, a restricted form of factual detachment, namely strong factual de-
tachment (SFD),

(©(A/B) ∧2B)→©A

is valid in DDL. One can interpret SFD as if A is obligatory given B, and B is
settled or proved, then A is obligatory. An example is as follows:

1. It is obligatory to pay a fine in case someone doesn’t pay taxes. (©(F/¬T ))
2. The deadline for paying taxes is over and it is proved that someone didn’t

pay the tax. (2¬T )
3. from (1) and (2) and SFD we conclude that it’s obligatory for this person to

pay the fine. (©F )

One can consider 2A as A is proved, which guarantees that from now on we can
believe that the person has not paid the taxes. Another principle, which is not
valid in DDL, is the law of Strengtheninng of the Antecedent (SA):

©(A/B)→©(A/B ∧ C)

However, the restricted form of strengthening the antecedent is valid in some
systems of DDL, which is called "Rational Monotony", where P (A/B) is read
as A is permissible, given B:

P (A/B) ∧©(C/B)→©(C/B ∧A)

Replacing a modal operator with explicit justifications first appeared in the
Logic of Proofs [1], the first justification logic, which was developed by Artemov
in order to introduce an explicit counterpart of the modal logic S4 by using clas-
sical provability semantics. Various interpretations of justification logic combing
justifications with traditional possible worlds models were presented after Fit-
ting [14]. The combination of justification logic and traditional possible world
models leads to various interpretations of justification logics [3,21,22]. They make
it possible to apply justification logic in many different epistemic and deontic
contexts [2,5,18,29,32,33].
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Using justification logic for resolving deontic puzzles is already discussed by
Faroldi in [9,10,12,13] where the advantages of using explicit reasons are thor-
oughly explained. In particular, the fact that deontic modalities are hyperinten-
sional, i.e., they can distinguish between logically equivalent formulas, is a good
motivation to use justification logic. By replacing the modal operator with a jus-
tification term, hyperintensionality is guaranteed by design in justification logic,
because two logically equivalent formulas can be justified by different terms.
Moreover, the problem of conflicting obligations can be handled well in justifi-
cation logic [8,11].

This article aims to present an explicit version ofDDL, where the 2-operator
is replaced with proof terms satisfying an S5-type axioms and the ©-operator
is replaced with suitable justification terms. The idea of using two types of
terms is already used in [20] and also in our work on explicit non-normal modal
logic [30,31]. We are going to extend the latter framework so that justification
terms represent conditional obligations. One of the main motivations for devel-
oping justification counterpart of DDL is to find explicit reasons for countrary-
to-duty and according-to-duty conditional obligations.

The problem with explicit non-normal logics is that the logic is too weak and
hardly derives a formula. In the present paper, we remedy this by introducing
an explicit version of dyadic deontic logic. This is much stronger than non-
normal modal logic and we have appropriate formulations of according-to-duty
and contrary-to-duty obligations.

In this article an axiomatization of the justification counterpart of the mini-
mal DDL system JE is presented and based on this axiomatization, we provide
examples that show the explicit derivation of some well-known formulas such as
strong factual detachment (SFD) in our new system. For semantics, basic models
are defined, and based on this, preference models are adopted for this system.
Soundness and completeness of system JECS with respect to basic models and
then preference models are established.

2 Proof Systems for Alethic-Deontic Logic

We consider the proof system for alethic-deontic logic as a basis for our work.
In this system, which is denoted by E, two types of modal operators are used:
the alethic 2-operator and dyadic deontic ©-operator.

2.1 Modal System

Let Prop be a countable set of atomic propositions. The set of formulas of the
language of Dyadic Deontic Logic is constructed inductively as follows: [26]

F := Pi | ¬F | F → F | 2F | © (F/F )

such that Pi ∈ Prop, 2F is read as "F is settled true" and ©(F/G) as "F
is obligatory, given G". P (F/G) is a short form for ¬ © (¬F/G), ♦F is a
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short form of ¬2¬F , and ©F is an abbreviation for ©(F/>) which is read
as "F is unconditionally obligatory". Formulas with iterated modalities, such as
©(p/(©(p/q) ∧ q)), are well-formed formulas. System E with the two operators
2 and © is axiomatized as follows:

Axioms of classical propositional logic CL
S5-scheme axioms for 2 S5
©(B/A)→ 2© (B/A) (Abs)
2A→©(A/B) (Nec)
2(A↔ B)→ (©(C/A)↔©(C/B)) (Ext)
©(A/A) (Id)
©(C/A ∧B)→©(B → C/A) (Sh)
©(B → C/A)→ (©(B/A)→©(C/A)) (COK)

A A→ B

B
(MP)

A

2A
(Neccesitation)

As we see, these axioms can be categorized as follows:

– The axioms containing one operator 2. These are axiom schemas of S5,
namely K, T, and 5.

2(A→ B)→ (2A→ 2B) (K)
2A→ A (T)
♦A→ 2♦A (5)

– The axioms containing one operator ©. (COK) is a deontic version of the
K-axiom, (Id) is the principle of identity, and (Sh), named after Shoham, is
a deontic analogue of the deduction theorem.

– Finally, the axioms containing two operators 2 and©. (Abs), which is Lewis’
principle of absoluteness, shows that the betterness relation is not world-
relative. (Nec) is a deontic version of necessitation. (Ext), extensionality,
makes it possible to replace necessarily equivalent sentences in the antecedent
of deontic conditionals.

The following principles are derived in system E:

if A↔ B then © (C/A)↔©(C/B) (LLE)
if A→ B then © (A/C)→©(B/C) (RW)
©(B/A) ∧©(C/A)→©(B ∧ C/A) (AND)
©(C/A) ∧©(C/B)→©(C/A ∨B) (OR)
©(C/A) ∧©(D/B)→©(C ∨D/A ∨B) (OR’)

2.2 Preference Models

Now we review the preference model semantics for system E as follows:

Definition 1 (Preference model). A preference model is a tuple

M = (W,�, V ),

where:
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– W is a non-empty set of worlds;
– � is a binary relation on W , called betterness relation, which orders the set

of worlds according to their relative goodness. So for w, v ∈W we read w � v
as "state v is at least as good as state w;

– V is a valuation function assigning a set V (p) ⊆W to each atomic formula
p.

Definition 2 (Truth under preference model). Given a preference model
M = (W,�, V ), for w, v ∈ W and A,B ∈ Fm, the truth for formulas under M
is defined as follows:

– for propositional formulas is in standard way;
– M, w  2A iff, for all v ∈W ,M, v  A;
– M, w ©(A/B) iff best‖B‖ ⊆ ‖A‖;

where ‖A‖ is truth set of A, i.e., the set of all worlds in which A is true. best‖B‖
is the subset of ‖B‖ which is best according to �.

2.3 Justification Version of System E

Now we present the explicit version of E denoted by JE. We first define the set
of terms and formulas as follows.

Definition 3. The set of proof terms, shown by PTm, and justification terms,
shown by JTm, are defined as follows:

λ ::= αi | ξi | �t | (λ+ λ) | (λ · λ) | !λ | ?λ

t ::= i | xi | t · t | ∇t | e(t, λ) | n(λ)

where αi are proof constants, ξi are proof variables, i is a justification constant
and xi are justification variables.

Formulas are inductively defined as follows:

F ::= Pi | ¬F | (F → F ) | λ : F | [t](F/F ) ,

where Pi ∈ Prop, λ ∈ PTm, and t ∈ JTm. [t]F is an abbreviation for [t](F/>).
We use Fm for the set of formulas.
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Definition 4 (Axiom Schemas of JE).

Axioms of Classical Propositional Logic CL
λ : (F → G)→ (κ : F → λ · κ : G) j
(λ : F ∨ κ : F )→ (λ+ κ) : F j+
λ : F → F jt
λ : F → !λ : λ : F j4
¬λ : A→?λ : (¬λ : A) j5

[t](B/A)→ �t : [t](B/A) (Abs)
λ : B → [n(λ)](B/A) (Nec)
λ : (A↔ B)→ ([t](C/A)→ [e(t, λ)](C/B)) (Ext)
[i](A/A) (Id)
[t](C/A ∧B)→ [∇t](B → C/A) (Sh)
[t](B → C/A)→ ([s](B/A)→ [t · s](C/A)) (COK)

Definition 5 (Constant Specification). A constant specification CS is any
subset:

CS ⊆ {(α,A) | α is a proof constant and A is an axiom of JE} .

A constant specification CS is called axiomatically appropriate if for each ax-
iom A of JE, there is a constant α with (α,A) ∈ CS.

Definition 6 (System JECS). For a constant specification CS, the system JECS

is defined by a Hilbert-style system with the axioms of JE and the following
inference rules:

A A→ B

B
(MP)

α : A
ANCS where (α : A) ∈ CS

As usual in justification logic [1,4,19], JECS internalizes its own notion of proof.

Lemma 1 (Internalization). Let CS be an axiomatically appropriate constant
specification. For any formula A with JECS ` A, there exists a proof term λ such
that JECS ` λ : A.

To have a better understanding of the axiomatic system of JE, we provide
Hilbert-style proofs of some typical formulas in the following examples. It is
notable how terms are constructed as a justification for obligations.

Example 1. The explicit version of

if A→ B then © (A/C)→©(B/C) (RW)

is derivable in JECS as follows for an axiomatically appropriate CS and a
suitable term λ:

A→ B
λ : (A→ B) (Internalization)
[n(λ)](A→ B/C) (Nec)
[s](A/C)→ [n(λ) · s](B/C) (COK)
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Example 2. The explicit version of

©(B/A) ∧©(C/A)→©(B ∧ C/A) (AND)

is derivable in JECS as follows for an axiomatically appropriate CS and a
suitable term λ:

[t](B/A) ∧ [s](C/A)
B → (C → B ∧ C) (Tautology)
[t](B/A)→ [n(λ) · t](C → B ∧ C/A) (RW)
[n(λ) · t](C → B ∧ C/A) (MP)
[s](C/A)→ [n(λ) · t · s](B ∧ C/A) (COK)
[n(λ) · t · s](B ∧ C/A) (MP)

Example 3. The explicit version of

(©(A/B) ∧2B)→©A (SFD)

strong factual detachment is derivable in JECS as follows for an axiomatically
appropriate CS and a suitable term γ:

[t](A/B) ∧ λ : B
γ : ((B ∧ >)↔ B) Tautology and internalization
[t](A/B)→ [e(t, γ)](A/B ∧ >) (Ext)
[e(t, γ)](A/B ∧ >) (MP)
[∇e(t, γ)](B → A/>) (Sh)
[n(λ)](B/>) (Nec)
[∇e(t, γ) · n(λ)](A/>) (COK)

3 Semantics

We first consider the following operations on the sets of formulas and sets of
pairs of formulas in order to define basic evaluations.

Definition 7. Let X,Y be sets of formulas, U, V be sets of pairs of formulas,
and λ be a proof term. We define the following operations:

λ : X := {λ : F | F ∈ X};
X · Y := {F | G→ F ∈ X for some G ∈ Y };
U 	 V := {(F,G) | (H → F,G) ∈ U for some (H,G) ∈ V };
X � V := {(F,G) | (G↔ H) ∈ X for some (F,H) ∈ V };
n(X) := {(F,G) | F ∈ X,G ∈ Fm};
∇U := {(F → G,H) | (G, (H ∧ F )) ∈ U}.

Definition 8 (Basic Evaluation). A basic evaluation for JECS is a function
ε that

– maps atomic propositions to 0 and 1:

ε(Pi) ∈ {0, 1}, for Pi ∈ Prop
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– maps proof terms to sets of formulas:

ε(λ) ∈ P(Fm) for λ ∈ PTm

such that for arbitrary λ, κ ∈ PTm:
(i) ε(λ) · ε(κ) ⊆ ε(λ · κ)
(ii) ε(λ) ∪ ε(κ) ⊆ ε(λ+ κ)

(iii) F ∈ ε(α) if (α, F ) ∈ CS

(iv) λ : ε(λ) ⊆ ε(!λ)
(v) F /∈ ε(λ) implies ¬λ : F ∈ ε(?λ)

– maps justification terms to sets of pairs of formulas:

ε(t) := {(A,B) | A,B ∈ Fm}, for t ∈ JTm

such that for any proof term λ and justification terms t, s:
1. ε(t)	 ε(s) ⊆ ε(t · s)
2. ε(λ)� ε(t) ⊆ ε(e(t, λ))
3. n(ε(λ)) ⊆ ε(n(λ))
4. ∇ε(t) ⊆ ε(∇t)
5. ε(�t) = {[t](A/B) | (A,B) ∈ ε(t)}
6. ε(i) = {(A,A) | A ∈ Fm}.

Definition 9 (Truth Under a Basic Evaluation). We define truth of a for-
mula F under a basic evaluation ε inductively as follows:

1. ε  P iff ε(P ) = 1 for P ∈ Prop;
2. ε  F → G iff ε 1 F or ε  G;
3. ε  ¬F iff ε 1 F ;
4. ε  λ : F iff F ∈ ε(λ);
5. ε  [t](F/G) iff (F,G) ∈ ε(t).

Definition 10 (Factive Basic Evaluation). A basic evaluation ε is called
factive if for any formula λ : F we have ε  λ : F implies ε  F .

Definition 11 (Basic Model). Given an arbitrary CS, a basic model for JECS

is a basic evaluation that is factive.

The following theorem gives us the expected soundness and completeness with
respect to basic models which is proved in Appendix A.

Theorem 1 (Soundness and Completeness w.r.t. Basic Models). Let CS
be an arbitrary constant specification. System JECS is sound and complete with
respect to the class of all basic models. For any formula F ,

JECS ` F iff ε  F for all basic models ε for JECS .
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4 Preference Models

In this section, we introduce preference models for JECS, which feature a set of
possible worlds together with a betterness or comparative goodness relation on
them.

Definition 12 (Quasi-model). A quasi-model for JECS is a triple

M = 〈W,�, ε〉

where:

– W is a non-empty set of worlds;
– � ⊆W ×W is a binary relation on the set of worlds where w1 � w2 is read

as world w2 is at least as good as world w1.
– ε is an evaluation function that asigns a basic evaluation εw to each world
w.

Definition 13 (Truth in Quasi-model). LetM = 〈W,�, ε〉 be a quasi-model.
Truth of a formula at a world w in a quasi-model is defined inductively as follows:

1. M, w  P iff εw(P ) = 1, for P ∈ Prop
2. M, w  F → G iffM, w 1 F orM, w  G
3. M, w  ¬F iffM, w 1 F
4. M, w  λ : F iff F ∈ εw(λ)
5. M, w  [t](F/G) iff (F,G) ∈ εw(t).

We will writeM  F ifM, w  F for all w ∈W .

Remark 1. As usual for quasi-models for justification logic [3,19,21], truth is
local, i.e., for a quasi-modelM = 〈W,�, ε〉 and w ∈W , we have for any F ∈ Fm:

M, w  F iff εw  F.

Remark 2. LetM = 〈W,�, ε〉 be a quasi-model. The truth set of F ∈ Fm is the
set of all worlds in which F is true (denoted by ‖F‖M),

‖F‖M := {w ∈W | M, w  F}.

Moreover, the best worlds in which F is true, according to �, are called best
F -worlds and are denoted by best�‖F‖M. For simplicity we often write ‖F‖ for
‖F‖M and best‖F‖ for best�‖F‖M when the model is clear from the context.

Remark 3 (Two Notions of "Best"). There are two ways to formalize the notion
of "best world" respecting optimality and maximality [27]:

– best‖A‖ under "opt rule":

opt�(‖A‖) = {w ∈ ‖A‖M | ∀v(M, v  A→ v � w)}
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– best‖A‖ under "max rule":

max�(‖A‖) = {w ∈ ‖A‖M | ∀v((M, v  A ∧ w � v)→ v � w)}

Definition 14 (Preference Model). A preference model is a quasi-model
where εw is factive and satisfies the following condition:

for any t ∈ JTm and w ∈W,

(A,B) ∈ εw(t) implies best‖B‖ ⊆ ‖A‖ (JYB)

in other words, all best B-worlds are A-worlds. This condition is called justifi-
cation yields belief.

Definition 15 (Properties of �). We can require additional properties for the
relation � such as:

– reflexivity: for all w ∈W,w � w
– totalness: for all w, v ∈W,w � v or v � w
– limitedness: if ‖A‖ 6= ∅ then best‖A‖ 6= ∅.

Limitedness avoids the case of not having a best state, i.e., of having infinitely
many strictly better states. Morover, totalness yields reflexivity.

Lemma 2. max�(‖A‖) = opt�(‖A‖) if � is total.

Proof. If � is total, then clearly from the definition opt�(‖A‖) ⊆ max�(‖A‖).
For the converse inclusion, suppose w ∈ max�(‖A‖). By totalness, for any v ∈W
withM, v  A, either v � w or w � v. In first case w ∈ opt�(‖A‖) and in latter
case, by definition of max�, v � w and w ∈ opt�(‖A‖).

4.1 Soundness and Completeness w.r.t. Preference Models

Theorem 2. System JECS is sound and complete with respect to the class of all
preference models under opt rule.

Proof. To prove soundness, suppose M = 〈W,�, ε〉 is a preference model and
JE ` A. We show that A is true in every world w ∈W . By soundness of JE with
respect to basic models, we get εw  A for all εw and by locality of truth in
quasi-models, we concludeM, w  A.

To prove completeness, suppose that JE 0 A. By completeness of JE with
respect to basic models, there is a basic model ε such that ε 1 A. Now construct
a preference modelM := 〈{w1},�, ε′〉 with ε′w1

:= ε and� := ∅. Then by locality
of truth, we have M, w1 1 A. It is easy to see that M is a preference model,
i.e., to show (JYB). For any t ∈ Tm if (B,C) ∈ ε(t), we have best‖C‖ ⊆ ‖B‖
since best‖C‖ = ∅.

Remark 4. The above proof does not give us completeness under the max rule.
The problem is that for the max rule, we cannot define the relation � such that
best‖C‖ = ∅.
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However, by proving the following theorem we get desired results analogous to
result in [28].

Theorem 3. For every preference model M = 〈W,�, ε〉 under opt rule, there
is an equivalent preference model M′ = 〈W ′,�′, ε′〉, such that �′ is total (and
hence reflexive).

Proof. LetM = 〈W,�, ε〉. We defineM′ = 〈W ′,�′, ε′〉 as follows:

– W ′ = {〈w, n〉 | w ∈W,n ∈ ω};
– 〈w, n〉 �′ 〈v,m〉 iff w � v or n ≤ m;
– ε′(p) = {〈w, n〉 | w ∈ ε(p)}, for p ∈ Prop;
– ε′〈w,n〉(λ) = εw(λ);
– ε′〈w,n〉(t) = εw(t);

where ω is the set of natural numbers. One can easily see that �′ is total, since for
any 〈w, n〉 and 〈v,m〉 in W ′, we have either 〈w, n〉 �′ 〈v,m〉 or 〈v,m〉 �′ 〈w, n〉,
by totality of ≤ on the set of natural numbers. By locality of truth, for any
formula F ∈ Fm, we haveM, w  F iffM′, 〈w, n〉  F for all n ∈ ω.

In order to show (JYB) inM′, supposeM′, 〈w, n〉  [t](A/B). By definition
ofM′ we get (A,B) ∈ ε′〈w,n〉(t) and so (A,B) ∈ εw(t).

By applying (JYB) inM, we get best‖B‖M ⊆ ‖A‖M. We need to show that
best‖B‖M′ ⊆ ‖A‖M′

. Suppose 〈v, k〉 ∈ best‖B‖M′
, which means M′, 〈v, k〉 

B. Then by definition of M′ we have M, v  B. We will show that v ∈
best‖B‖M. Suppose towards contradiction that v /∈ best‖B‖M. Based on this,
there is a world u ∈ W such that u � v and M, u  B. From this we
get 〈u, k〉 ∈ W ′ and 〈u, k + 1〉 ∈ W ′ as well. By definition of M′ we have
M′, 〈u, k + 1〉  B, where 〈v, k〉 �′ 〈u, k + 1〉. This is a contradiction with the
assumption that 〈v, k〉 ∈ best‖B‖M′

. As a result v ∈ best‖B‖M and by (JYB)
in M we get v ∈ ‖A‖M, which means M, v  A. As a result M′, 〈v, k〉  A,
which means 〈v, k〉 ∈ ‖A‖M′

.

We conclude that the following strengthening of Theorem 2 holds.

Corollary 1. System JECS is sound and complete with respect to preference
models with a total betterness relation.

By Lemma 2 this implies completeness of JECS with respect to preference models
under max rule.

Corollary 2. System JECS is sound and complete with respect to preference
models under max rule.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Having explicit counterparts of modalities is valuable not only in epistemic but
also in deontic contexts, where justification terms can be interpreted as rea-
sons for obligations. Explicit non-normal modal logic [30] avoids the usual de-
ontic paradoxes at the cost of being very (too) weak with respect to deductive
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power [31]. In the present paper, we introduced an explicit version JECS of the
alethic-deontic system E, which features dyadic modalities to capture deontic
conditionals. Semantics for E is given in terms of preference models, where the
set of worlds is ordered according to a betterness relation. The language of JECS

includes proof terms for the alethic modality and justification terms for the
deontic modality.

We established soundness and completeness of JECS with respect to basic
models and preference models. In preference models, the property "justification
yields belief" (JYB) holds, which means justified formulas act like obligatory
formulas.

The converse direction, however, only holds in fully explanatory models. A
preference model is fully explanatory if the converse of (JYB) holds, that is for
any world w and any formulas A,B:

best‖B‖ ⊆ ‖A‖ implies (A,B) ∈ εw(t) for some t ∈ JTm.

To prove the completeness for JECS with respect to fully explanatory preference
models, one would have to follow the strategy of the completeness proof for the
modal system E [28]. That is define so-called selection function models for JECS,
establish completeness with respect to the selection function models, and show
that for each selection function model, there is an equivalent preference model.

Another line of future work is to study justification logic for preference mod-
els where the betterness relation satisfies the limitedness condition. The modal
axiom that corresponds to this is 3A → (©(B/A) → P(B/A)), where 3A and
P(B/A)) stand for ¬2¬A and ¬© (¬B/A), respectively. The problem of find-
ing a justification logic version for this axiom is that terms in justification logic
usually stand for 2-type modalities. A notable exception is the work on justified
constructive modal logic [20].
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A Soundness and completeness with respect to basic
models

Theorem 4. System JECS is sound with respect to the class of all basic models.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of derivations in JECS. For an
arbitrary basic model ε, soundness of the propositional axioms is trivial and
soundness of S5 axioms j, jt, j4, j5, j+ immediately follows from the definition of
basic evaluation and factivity. We just check the cases for the axioms containing
justification terms. Suppose JECS ` F and F is an instance of:

– (COK): Suppose ε  [t](B → C/A) and ε  [s](B/A). Thus we have

(B → C,A) ∈ ε(t) and (B,A) ∈ ε(s).

By the definition of basic model, we have ε(t)	ε(s) ⊆ ε(t ·s) and as a result
(C,A) ∈ ε(t · s), which means ε  [t · s](C/A).

– (Nec): Suppose ε  (λ : A). Thus A ∈ ε(λ). By the definition of n(ε(λ)) we
have (A,B) ∈ n(ε(λ)) for any B ∈ Fm and by the definition of basic evalua-
tion n(ε(λ)) ⊆ ε(n(λ)), so (A,B) ∈ ε(n(λ)), which means ε  [n(λ)](A/B).

– (Ext): Suppose ε  λ : (A ↔ B), so (A ↔ B) ∈ ε(λ). Since ε(λ) � ε(t) ⊆
ε(e(t, λ)), we have (C,B) ∈ ε(e(t, λ)) if (C,A) ∈ ε(t). Hence ε  ([t](C/A)→
[e(t, λ)](C/B)).

– (Sh): Suppose ε  [t](C/A ∧ B), then (C, (A ∧ B)) ∈ ε(t). By definition
of ∇(ε(t)) we have (B → C,A) ∈ ∇(ε(t)) and by definition of basic mod-
els, ∇ε(t) ⊆ ε(∇t). As a result, ((B → C), A) ∈ ε(∇t) which means ε 
[∇t](B → C/A).

For the axioms (Abs) and (Id) soundness is immediate from the definition of
basic evaluation. ut

Theorem 5. System JECS is complete with respect to the class of all basic mod-
els.

Proof. Given a maximal consistent Γ , we define the canonical model εc induced
by Γ as follows:

– εcΓ (P ) := 1, if P ∈ Γ and εc := 0, if P /∈ Γ ;
– εcΓ (λ) := {F | λ : F ∈ Γ};
– εcΓ (t) := {(F,G) | [t](F/G) ∈ Γ}.

We first show that εc is a basic evaluation. Conditions (i)–(v) follow immediately
from the maximal consistency of Γ and axioms of j− j5. Conditions (1)–(6) are
obtained from the axioms (Abs), (COK), (Nec), (Id), (Ext), and (Sh). Let us
only show (1) and (3).

To check condition (1), suppose (C,B) ∈ εc(t) 	 εc(s). Then there is an
A ∈ Fm such that (A → C,B) ∈ εc(t) and (A,B) ∈ εc(s). By the definition of
canonical model [t](A→ C/B) ∈ Γ and [s](A/B) ∈ Γ , by maximal consistency
of Γ and axiom (COK) we have [t · s](C/B) ∈ Γ , which gives (C/B) ∈ εc(t · s).
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To check condition (3), suppose (A,B) ∈ n(εc(λ)). Then A ∈ εc(λ), which
means λ : A ∈ Γ . By maximal consistency of Γ and axiom (Nec) we get
[n(λ)](A/B) ∈ Γ . By the definition of canonical model we conclude (A,B) ∈
εc(n(λ)). Thus εc is a basic evaluation.

The truth lemma states:

F ∈ Γ iff εc  F ,

which is established as usual by induction on the structure of F . In case F =
[t](A/B), we have [t](A/B) ∈ Γ iff (A,B) ∈ εc(t) iff εc  [t](A/B).

Due to axiom jt, εc is factive by the following reasoning: if εc  λ : F , we get
by the truth lemma that λ : F ∈ Γ . By the maximal consistency of Γ we have
F ∈ Γ which means εc  F by the truth lemma. ut
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